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MESSAGE FROM CEO
The 2018-2019 fiscal year was a busy one for Positively Kids. Over the past year, Positively Kids has seen a
growth in patient services as well as an increased need for additional services in the community. It has
encouraged us to take a more in-depth look at our current programs and evaluate the need for expansion. We
concluded that in order to meet the needs of our patients and their families we needed to grow our capacity by
hiring additional providers including medical assistants, nurses, physical therapists, occupational therapists, and
speech-language pathologists.
The opioid crisis is affecting even the youngest of our patients. During our strategic planning the need for mental
health services continued to be a topic of discussion. Our team worked diligently on a plan to expand our
programs to include the Behavioral Health Center. With funding from the Department of Justice, Positively Kids
was able to secure additional space within our Tompkins location. Once completed, the new Behavioral Health
Center will focus on children whose lives and parental relationships have been damaged by the use of opioids.

“Positively Kids is committed to providing an environment that will
have a positive effect on the growth & development of medically
fragile children in Southern Nevada.”

Financial Highlights
Positively Kids continues to focus on the “business of medicine” and assessing programs for sustainability. This
focus has led to an increase in the organization’s reserves. Positively Kids has used these additional funds to
pay off accrued expenses and increase The Foundation’s reserves.

Looking Forward
With the leadership of the Board of Directors, Positively Kids will continue to reexamine the 5-year strategic plan
in an effort to provide and expand services for medically fragile children and their families in Southern Nevada.

Fred Schultz
CEO & Founder
Foundation for Positively Kids
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ABOUT THE FOUNDATION
Foundation for Positively Kids was established in 1999 by Fred Schultz after moving to Nevada and noticing Las
Vegas didn’t provide many healthcare options for medically fragile children. So. . . . with only a file folder and a
desire to help children in Southern Nevada, Positively Kids was born.
Positively Kids began as a Home Health agency, providing skilled nursing care in the patient’s home. Over the
past 20 years, Positively Kids has added several programs aimed as a patient-centric, care coordination
approach to healthcare for our most vulnerable patients. Today, Positively Kids current programs include:
•

Early Intervention – provides comprehensive, in-home therapies at NO COST to eligible children age birth
to 3 years old. Developmental and educational model for developmentally delayed and special needs
children. Provisions are made for speech pathology, physical therapy, occupational therapy, case
management, behavioral modification, and more.

•

Complex Care Clinic – specializes in pediatric care for babies born prematurely, low birthweight, drugexposed in utero, and/or with a complicated birth due to trauma or birth defects. Care may include weight
checks, methadone weaning, care for medical equipment (ventilators, tracheotomies, feeding tubes, etc.),
and oxygen monitoring.

•

Home Health – provides in-home, skilled care, usually as a transition from the hospital to the home. Our
nurses provide case management for caregivers of medically fragile children, which enables them to keep
their child at home rather than in a hospital or long-term care facility. In addition to case management,
our Home Health program also provides pediatric skilled respite to families, so that caregivers can take
a break from the stress of having to care for a child 24/7. This program also coordinates the medical
daycare program, which provides a skilled nurse in a childcare facility, so that parents can work while
their child is being taken care of.

•

Healthcare Clinic – two locations are available: one at Child Haven Campus and the other located on
Tompkins. Both clinics provide well checks, sick visits, immunizations, and comprehensive care.

•

Behavioral Health Center - latest program that focuses on children who have been affected by the opioid
crisis by living in a household where drug use has disrupted the family bonds.

Vital to the success of every program provided by Positively Kids is its ability to help medically fragile children
reach their full potential, foster inclusion, and promote comfort & quality of life.

Mission
Positively Kids’ mission is to deliver high quality, integrated behavioral and primary care services to Southern
Nevada children with an emphasis on providing quality of life for medically fragile, medically dependent, and/or
developmentally delayed children age birth to 18 and their families.
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BOARD MEMBERS
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ORGANIZATION CHART
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POSITIVELY KIDS’ AMBASSADOR PROGRAM
Positively Kids’ Ambassador Program is an opportunity for a family who has a child enrolled in one or
more of our programs to share their story with the community during events, social media, television
interviews, etc. Families complete a short application and are selected by the Leadership Team.
Applications are available in the fall and are posted on Positively Kids’ website.

Meet Baby Sterling
Baby Sterling is ready for adventure and fun! He was
diagnosed with Down Syndrome 10 days after he was
born. It was his Daddy, who is a firefighter and
paramedic, that suspected he may have Down
Syndrome.
After the family received confirmation that Baby Sterling
had Down Syndrome, they researched and contacted
Early Intervention. They began working with Positively
Kids and have been amazed with the experience. Their
liaison, Jeannine, developed a plan of action for Baby
Sterling and started his treatment with a physical
therapist, occupational therapist, and speech therapist.
“They have quickly become a part of our family and treat
Sterling like he was their own child” stated Felica, Baby
Sterling’s mom.
Baby Sterling is just a joy and delight each and every day and makes his family’s heart smile in ways
they never could have ever imagined without him.
Positively Kids is thankful to Baby Sterling’s family for sharing his story with us and the community at
our Lucky Duck Family Festival, For the Love of Children Gala, and numerous other media promotions.
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POSITIVELY KIDS PROGRAMS
Foundation for Positively Kids is committed to providing an environment that will have a positive effect
on the growth and development of southern Nevada’s medically fragile children.
Programs offered by Positively Kids strive to embrace each child’s unique needs, while providing the
services essential to their well-being. Vital to the success of every program we provide is its ability to
foster inclusion, promote comfort & quality of life, and help every child reach his/her full potential.
Foundation for Positively Kids utilizes a care coordination approach for healthcare, so that all the
patient’s needs are coordinated with the assistance of a primary point of contact – a health coach. Our
health coaches make sure the patient gets the most appropriate treatment, while ensuring that care is
not duplicated.

Early Intervention
Early Intervention is an array of services designed to
address a problem or delay in development for children
from birth to age three who have a disability or a delay in
their development. These services support families through
education and medical therapies and are available at no
cost to the family.
How does a child qualify for services? Some children qualify at birth, because they were born too early,
low birthweight, or born with a qualifying birth defect. Other children are referred to Early Intervention
by their pediatrician or if the parent has a concern. Because not all babies develop at the same time, it
is important to have your baby evaluated by a therapist and a developmental specialist which will
examine his/her basic skills. If your child qualifies, your family will be assigned a service coordinator
who will develop an individualized family plan of care.
Positively Kids’ Early Intervention program employs physical therapists, occupational therapists,
speech language pathologists, nutritionists, and behavioral therapists to provide treatment in the child’s
natural setting – usually their home – as part of the individualized family plan of care. These therapists
and providers can have a long-lasting impact on the child’s development and help them reach their
fullest potential.
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Patient Population - Fiscal year 2018-19 saw a 160% increase in the number of patients receiving one
or more therapy services in the Early Intervention program. Almost 70% of the children Positively Kids
serves comes from parent choice. The other 30% of the children served were referred to Positively
Kids through the Nevada Early Intervention rotation system with the other state providers. In response
to this growth, Positively Kids has hired additional therapists to cover the caseload.
Each month Positively Kids graduates approximately 20 children from the program. 95% of our patient
graduates age out (turn 3) and 5% are due to child being age appropriate and meeting his/her full
developmental goals.

EARLY INTERVENTION
PATIENT POPULATION
Graduated
Patients
31%

Current
Patients
25%

New
Patients
44%

Some highlights over the 2018-19 fiscal year include:
•

Providing care to 772 children with a wide range of developmental delays.

•

Cross trained staff and implemented the social/emotional SEAMs screening tool.

•

65 families attended the Pierro’s Restaurant Annual Thanksgiving Feast.

•

Participated in the annual “Shop with a Cop” event.

•

Facilitated a weekly inclusive playgroup at Family to Family Connection Cambridge with
engaging activities with their children & meeting other families.

Home Health
Positively Kids’ Home Health Services work closely with healthcare providers, case managers,
discharge planners, and therapists to implement the best plan of care for medically fragile children. Our
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dedicated and experienced pediatric nurses understand complex medical conditions and the stressors
of unforeseen circumstances.
•

In-home Care – allows families to keep their child at home rather than in a hospital or long-term
care facility by providing skilled care by licensed and experienced pediatric nurses.

•

Medical Daycare – partnership with local daycares that allows Positively Kids to supervise by
providing licensed staff for medically fragile children at a local daycare facility.

•

Pediatric Skilled Respite – in an effort to decrease caregiver fatigue, Positively Kids provides a
healthcare provider for up to 8 hours a month per family.

•

Transitional Care – provides caregiver education and case management to families by staff on
complex medical conditions after they bring their child home from the hospital.

These services are grant funded and through community partnerships, assist in providing these
services to minimize the financial burden on families.
During the fiscal year, the Home Health program provided care to:
•

68 families through Transitional Care.

•

2 children in Medical Daycare.

•

3 children received in-home care.

•

120 hours of respite services for all families in the Home Health program.

Medical Clinics
Positively Kids health clinics provide care to patients from birth through 18 years of age. We have two
convenient locations in southern Nevada: Tompkins Clinic and Pecos Clinic at Child Haven. Both
locations focus on full circle of care by offering on-site medical, behavioral, dental, and early intervention
services provided by certified medical providers and bi-lingual support staff. Medical services include
well checks, sick visits, camp & sports physicals, and immunizations. Positively Kids accepts all
Medicaid & select private insurances. Positively Kids also offers a sliding fee scale for those without
insurance.
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The Pecos Child Haven Clinic provides comprehensive healthcare to all the foster children within 24
hours of being admitted to Child Haven. Healthcare providers provide a physical, update any missing
vaccinations, medication for any illnesses they might be experiencing, and document injuries.
In addition to providing medical treatment, Positively Kids has also partnered with Children’s Dentistry
to provide dental examinations to patients.

We strive to accommodate same-day and family

appointments to circumvent transportation issues. Children’s Dentistry specializes in sedation dentistry
to relax children who may experience anxiety and/or fear at the dentist.
Over the past year, the Tompkins clinic saw an average of 150 patients a month with an 18% no show
rate. The Child Haven Clinic saw an average of 444 patients a month with an 11% no show rate . Our
goal is to have less than 10% no show rate by focusing on barriers that affect a family’s ability to make
scheduled appointments and addressing methods to increase appointment compliance rate. Our staff
currently calls a minimum of 24 hours before their scheduled appointment. The Quality Improvement
Team is examining methods to improve the reminder system and adhering to current no show policies.
Early 2019, the Medical Clinics received a grant from Rx Abuse Leadership Initiative (RALI) for
education and dispensing of prescription drug disposal bags. Team members attended community
events in which disposal bags were distributed. Anyone with a narcotic/opioid prescription could safely
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dispose of their medication by inserting the pills, seal, and shake ‘n bake. The bags contained a
charcoal chemical that neutralizes the ingredients of the medication for safe disposal.
Some highlights for the clinics over the 2018-19 fiscal year include:
•

Providing 5727 immunizations.

•

Winner of the Silver Syringe 2018 Healthy People 2020 Award for Immunization Rates Above
80%.

Complex Care Clinic
Located at our Tompkins office, this clinic specializes in pediatric care for children who had a
complicated birth, chronic illness, or a traumatic injury. Care is provided by highly skilled healthcare
professionals that manage their patient’s treatment for conditions, such as methadone weaning, oxygen
monitoring, care for ventilators, tracheotomies and feeding tubes, diabetes, asthma, obesity, and more.
The goal of the Complex Care Clinic is to manage the child’s condition and prevent emergency room
visits and hospital care.
This clinic was established in 2015 with a grant from the Federal Department of Health and Human
Services to reduce healthcare costs by discharging patients early from the neonatal intensive care unit
at the hospital.
Appointments for the Complex Care Clinic continue to be lower than expectations. Partnerships have
been established, but continue to have a low referral rate. The Quality Improvement Leadership Team
is researching other community partnerships to obtain additional referrals for other chronic health
conditions.

Behavioral Health Center
At Positively Kids we understand every behavior has an emotional root which needs to be addressed.
That was the motivation to expand our programs to target mental health concerns.
In October 2018, Positively Kids was awarded a grant by the Department of Justice to target children
who are living with at least one family member who is drug dependent. It is the only behavioral health
program in Clark County which treats the emotional trauma of children related to parental substance
abuse.
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Over the past year, Positively Kids negotiated for additional space at our current Tompkins clinic
location. Construction began in the spring of 2019 to renovate the space with new flooring and space
for group and individual counseling sessions. Positively Kids will focus on providing comprehensive
diagnostic assessment, team treatment planning, individual & family therapy, group therapy for children,
and psychosocial rehabilitation. Positively Kids’ services will also include a multidisciplinary team
approach for optimal healing.
It is anticipated that the clinic will accept the first patient in the fall of 2019.
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
The accompanying financial statements have been presented in accordance with accounting principles
generally accepted in the United States applicable to not-for-profit organizations. The Foundation
receives the majority of its revenues from insurance payments, government grants and donations from
the general public located mainly in southern Nevada.
Statement of Current Assets
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash

$219,157

Accounts receivable

$367,425

Prepaid Expenses and other

$ 14,818

Total current assets

$601,400

Property & equipment, net

$392,342

TOTAL ASSETS

$993,742

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
Current Liabilities:
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Due to related party

$465,903
$60,871

Line of credit payable

$185,093

Total current liabilities

$711,867

NET ASSETS
Unrestricted
Temporarily restricted

$281,875
$0

Total net assets

$281,875

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

$993,742
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY - Income
Special events
8%

State/Local Grants
8%
Private Grants…
Federal Grants
1%
Contributions
1%

Patient services
77%

CHANGES IN UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS

AMOUNT

SUPPORT
Contributions/other

$28,532

Special events, net

$404,039

Total unrestricted support

$431,857

REVENUE
Grants - Federal

$69,317

Grants – State and local

$394,790

Grants – Private

$236,188

Net patient services revenue

$3,679,079

Total unrestricted revenue

$4,380,088

TOTAL UNRESTRICTED SUPPORT & REVENUE

$4,811,945

Contributions
All contributions are considered to be unrestricted unless specifically restricted by the donor. Amounts
received that are designated for future periods or are restricted by the donor for specific purposes are
reported in the statement of activities as temporarily restricted or permanently restricted.
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY - Expenses
Management/General
12%

Fundraising
2%

Program
86%

FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES

AMOUNT

Program Services

$4,171,894

Fundraising

$91,641

Management & General

$597,044

TOTAL FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES

$4,860,579

Change in unrestricted net assets

($48,634)

Change in temporarily restricted net assets
Net assets released from restrictions

$48,859

Change in net assets

$1,225

Net assets, beginning of year

$280,650

Net assets, end of year

$281,875

Functional Expenses
The costs of providing various programs and other activities have been summarized on a functional
basis in the Statement of Functional Expenses. Accordingly, certain costs have been allocated among
the services benefited.
Income Taxes
The Foundation is exempt from income tax under Section 501 (c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code
(IRC). Accordingly, no income tax is reflected in the financial statements.
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FUNDRAISING
Clothing Donation
Positively Kids has partnered with Savers to Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle useable textiles in an effort
to decrease the amount of textiles that is thrown into landfills. In exchange, Savers provides Positively
Kids with critical funding for healthcare services to medically fragile children in southern Nevada based
on the pounds of donated materials we receive. All items donated are tax deductible. Donations
accepted include shirts, pants/jeans, socks, towels, linens, blankets, shoes, etc. We do not accept
furniture, mattresses, electronics (including computers), appliances, baby toys, and non-clothing items.
At the beginning of the fiscal year 2018-2019, Positively Kids had 85 yellow donation bins throughout
Las Vegas Valley, and averaged between 90,000 and 110,000 pounds per month. Positively Kids’ goal
for fiscal year 2019-20 is to increase the number of bins to over 100 and the number of pounds collected
to 120,000 pounds per month.

Lucky Duck
Lucky Duck has been Positively Kids’ signature fundraising event
since 2000. The community comes together to adopt rubber ducks
that each have a unique number associated with it for their chance to
win some truly spectacular prizes.
Changes were made to this year’s Lucky Duck. It received a new
home at Wet ‘n Wild, was moved to later in September, and Channel 3 & The CW become our new
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media sponsors. MoneyTree was again the Presenting Sponsor and KEMP Broadcasting remained
the radio sponsor.

Other sponsors included Boyd Gaming and Phrma plus several companies

participating as vendors.
MoneyTree led the sales for duck adoptions with a team lunch
provided to the top store in each of the three districts. Savers
also joined as a duck team. Their Henderson location sold the
most duck adoptions with over 300 ducks adopted. The focus on
duck teams resulted in a 6% increase in duck adoptions from
2017.
Ducks are adopted in singles and in packs.

Single duck

adoptions are $5. A Quack Pack for 6 ducks is $25. Double
Quack Pack costs $50 for 13 ducks, and a Flock of Duck costs $100 for 27 ducks. 95% of duck
adoptions were single ducks followed by Quack Pack and Other Sales.

Total Ducks Sold
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3000
2000
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0
2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2018 % DUCK SALES BY
PACKAGE
Number of ducks

% of Duck Adoptions

95%

2%

0%

1%

2%

1869

45

7

12

35

SINGLE

QUACK
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Due to changes in Nevada gaming laws, we were able to sell duck adoptions online. One restriction to
selling duck adoptions online was that the adopter had to be from Nevada. To adhere to this rule,
safeguards were put in place that required a person to have a billing zip code located in Nevada. Less
than 2% of all duck adoptions were purchased online.
Positively Kids will focus on several goals for the 2019-20 fiscal year. Those goals include:
•

Securing additional sponsors; specifically targeting new companies at the $3,500 level.

•

Increasing total duck adoption by 5% to 4100 ducks by securing additional duck adoption
locations.

•

Increase Quack Pack adoptions to 10% of total duck adoptions through adoption incentives.

•

Increase online duck adoptions to 10% of total duck adoptions through radio and television
promotions.

For the Love of Children Gala – En Blanc
For four years, Positively Kids’ has honored a community leader for their
commitment to helping children in the Las Vegas Valley through advocacy &
leadership, and support of Positively Kids’ mission to providing healthcare
services to medically fragile children at an awards dinner. During the event,
attendees can participate in a silent and live auction as well as a raffle for a
radiant piece of jewelry.
This year the For the Love of Children Gala Committee selected three worthy recipients: Todd
Sklamberg, Sean & Kelly Connery, and MoneyTree.
Todd Sklamberg – CEO at Sunrise Hospital and Medical Center and Sunrise Children’s Hospital.
Kelly & Sean Connery – owners of Orbis Solutions, which provides IT services for Foundation for
Positively Kids.
MoneyTree – Lucky Duck Presenting Sponsor for 18 years. Besides sponsoring the Lucky Duck
event, MoneyTree has been a corporate Lucky Duck Team, and has sold Lucky Duck adoptions.
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All three recipients have been long partners of Positively Kids and were chosen for their dedication to
supporting Positively Kids’ mission of providing healthcare to children in southern Nevada with an
emphasis on children with special healthcare needs.
The evening began with cocktails and a silent auction. Guests had the opportunity to bid on over 50
items, such as golf packages, hotel stays, dinner & show tickets, artwork and more. There was also a
beautiful butterfly diamond necklace. Dinner was tapas
style with six chef stations cooking amazing mini cuisine.
After dinner, a 6-item live auction was held. Items included
a private concert by Clint Holmes & Dinner for 20, Raider
Nation Trip, and a meet & greet with Penn & Teller.
However, the highlight of the evening was entertainment by
Clint Holmes who performed a sing-a-long of his hit Playground in my Mind.
85% of the silent auction items offered were purchased, but the event saw a 36% decrease in amount
raised. Raffle prize revenue also saw a decrease of 44%. However, that revenue was made up by the
live auction, which saw a 289% increase from 2017. Overall, revenue was down 55% compared to
2017. This decrease was attributed to the lack of returning sponsors. Sponsors had been asked by
honorees, and therefore usually don’t return the following year. Positively Kids will be evaluating the
event to determine if it will continue, and if so, how we can maintain previous year sponsorship, build a
stronger donor base, and decrease expenses.
Thank you to our Top sponsors - Westgate, WestPack Wealth Partners, Phrma, and Sunrise Hospital
and Medical Center. The events alcohol sponsor was Lee’s Liquor.

Special thanks to so many

community businesses and entertainers who donated items for both the silent and live auctions!

Breakfast with Santa
For most of us, childhood memories at Christmas include a trip to the mall to see Santa. However,
many of the children served by Positively Kids aren’t able to visit with Santa, because of their special
healthcare needs. It may be that they’re autistic and the lights and sounds are too much stimulation. It
may be that they have a compromised immune system. I may be that they have medical equipment
like a wheelchair or on a respirator. No matter what the reason is, Positively Kids believes that every
child should have the opportunity to visit with Santa at Christmas. Breakfast with Santa provides that
opportunity for so many families. In addition to seeing Santa and receiving a souvenir photo, each
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family receives presents and an amazing brunch. Staff and volunteers go to the homes of several
families with children who are unable to attend breakfast. These families still receive 2-3 presents per
child.
This year’s Breakfast with Santa was held at Palace Station and was sponsored by Albertson’s, Lanie
Albrecht Foundation, Station Casinos, and Kropid Family Foundation. In addition to sponsors, Positively
Kids partnered with several organizations in the community to provide presents for the kids. Employees
at IGT came through for their 5th year of assisting with Breakfast with Santa by “adopting” 30 children
and providing Christmas gifts. In addition, Positively Kids received toys from HELP of Southern
Nevada, Toys for Tots, and stuffed bears from Build a Bear.

20th Anniversary Celebration
December 2019 will be Foundation for Positively Kids 20th Anniversary. To kick-off our 20th Anniversary,
a special networking event was held at The Venetian and sponsored by Sands Foundation. Our friend,
Clint Holmes, entertained our guests as well as Frankie Moreno, Noybel Gorgoy, and guitar by Pablo.
Local community leaders and business partners were invited to attend to learn more about Positively
Kids and ways to get involved through Executive Board membership, annual giving, and other volunteer
opportunities.
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DONORS
Contributions
All contributions are considered to be unrestricted use, unless specifically restricted by the donor. Amounts
received that are designated for future periods or are restricted by the donor for specific purposes are reported
in the statement of activities as temporarily restricted or permanently restricted.
$50,000+

$2,499 - $1,000

State of Nevada – Dept. HHS

Albertson’s Foundation
Boyd Gaming

$49,999 - $25,000

Michael Ciccolo, MD

Clark County Nevada

Sean & Kelly Connery

Vegas Golden Knights

Suzanne Herring
Keith Hughes

$24,999 - $10,000

Glenn Ishihara

Frank & Victoria Fertitta Foundation

Kelly Kogut, MD

Sprouts Healthy Foundation

John Kreiling

RALI – Rx Abuse Leadership Initiative

Las Vegas Peach, LLC.
Lee’s Discount Liquor

$9,999 - $5,000

Lexus of Las Vegas

Clark County Nevada

Mr. & Mrs. Christian Tamburr

Colliers Links for Life

Zach WalkerLieb

The Kara Foundation

Youth Charities of Southern Nevada

Phrma
Westgate Las Vegas Resort & Casino

$999 - $500

WestPac Wealth

Anthem Blue Cross & Blue Shield
Cynthia Cortez

$4,999 - $2,500

Patrick Duffy

Forte Specialty Contractors

Stephanie Davidson

Lanie Albrecht Foundation

Nicholas Fiore

Orbis Solutions, Inc.

Laura Giacobbe, MD

Augie Pfeiffer

Douglas Hewitt

Patricia Ramsay, MD

Ed Higgins

Savers

International Culture Exchange

Stephen Wold, MD

Megan Jones
Manijeh Kamyar
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$500 - $999 cont.

Rachel Russell

KGA Architecture

Richard Rzopka

Kropid Family Foundation

Elena Shampaner

Lindsey Mangubad

Eric Steinmann

Nevada State Bank

Rosalia Trucco

Allan O’Neil
Todd Sklamberg

$99 or less

Walmart - 2483

Chase Allen

Walmart – 4557

Brandi Anderson

Walmart – 5306

Christina Arief
Kevin Arno

$100 - $499

Vaiane Attinger

Bill & Sue Baker

Elizabeth Augustine

Linda Bister

Carolyn Bower

Benjamin Bloom

Michael Caballero

Marion Caperonis

Jayson & Felica Calhoun

Kathy Carlson

Georgiana Capangpangan

Karen Chandler

Gina Cassaro

Cami Christensen

LeRoy Coleman

Mandy Cordia

Barbara Covert

Amanda Cormican

Vanessa Cuellar

Jolie Courtney

Brent Davis

Nichol Duszynski

Whitney Dills-Weave

Arzola Escobar

Derek Dutchover

Andrew & Michelle Gorelow

Lisa Ferrell

Jennifer Henry

Mitchell Floyd

William Howard

Ashley Forte

Angel Kroenecke

Lynsey Freeman

Donald Laliberte

Megan Griffin

Wayne Laliberte

Jeannine Groethe

Kristi Lutzenberger

Harold Gross

Zaivy Matta

Brock Haller

Rita Nadramia

Paula Hilt

John Nicholas

Carter Hogue

Cynthia Rodriguez

Ryan Holman

Allyson Ruiz

Stacie Hottensen
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$99 or less cont.

Julie Snider

Christina Jeff

Shane Taylor

Nicky Juarez Saldivar

Tiffany Taylor

Ryan Lakey

Kristin Wyd

Iris Levenson

Angela Young

Letha Lierens

Richard Young

Vanessa Lopez
Stacie Mahoney
Mayra Martinez
Krista Mashack
Kerry Mathes
Jasmine Moniz
Charlie & Suzanne Noble
Ayano Odani
Scott Peltier
Ruben Perez
Omay Perez
Michael Pope
Terry Resch
Jazmine Richard
Henry “Robby” Robinson
Maria Rosario
Joanne Russell
Bryan Schultz
Virginia Schwarz
Vicki Shaver
Veronica Simmons
Rebecca Slawson
Donnidle Smith
*1869 people donated $5 through Lucky Duck. Individual names are available upon request.

Contributed Services/Volunteers
A substantial number of unpaid volunteers have made significant contributions of their time to
develop the Foundation’s programs. The value of this contributed time is not reflected in this list,
since it is not susceptible to objective measurement or valuation.

